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8 THINGS I LEARNT
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Content 
Social media shouldn’t be hard. You simply have to
document your Amazon journey and build networks of
like-minded individuals. Having these people around you
helps you share knowledge and build genuine
relationships.

Consistency

FLIPS4MILES

PEOPLE YOU NEED TO FOLLOW

Getting a VA

With OA, you have to work hard and show up every day
for a certain duration because success is almost
guaranteed with compounded time, effort, and sporadic
opportunities for major profit.

@flips4miles

Getting a VA helps you delegate tasks but also expands
your knowledge of brands, categories, items, and
websites. Expansion is totally possible with a VA.

@flips4miles

Sharing is caring
Sharing your Amazon business secrets is okay. People who
use these nuggets of wisdom often feel they need to
reciprocate, so you end up sharing useful information with
each other.

@flips4miles

@Flips4Miles

https://link.fasttrackfba.com/ufcZT
https://twitter.com/flips4miles
https://www.instagram.com/flips4miles/?hl=en
https://www.tiktok.com/@flips4miles
https://www.youtube.com/c/Flips4Miles
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Accountability
Sharing your journey in social media helps keep you
accountable to yourself and continue putting in the work. 

Vertical opportunities
Think of possibilities with work. For example, you can
offer a purchasing session service via video call, hitting
two birds with one stone. Find these common services
or products to help you grow your business and make
efficient use of your time.

Get 10 Amazon arbitrage leads
a day with a Fast Track FBA

Virtual Assistant

PEOPLE YOU NEED TO FOLLOW

FastTrackFBA.com/VA

Seasonal FBM
FBM is good especially in December because items get
sold immediately, therefore you can buy again and gain
feedback. The immediate feedback on the items helps
you make smarter decisions on the next purchases.

Self development
Don’t get attached to one single business model.
Consider everything as a stepping stone to your next
venture and focus on developing your skill sets. 
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https://link.fasttrackfba.com/ufcZ8

